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(54) DATA OUTPUT CONTROLLER

(57) An objective of the present invention is to pro-

vide a data output controller ideally suited for easily ob-

taining detailed information available on a network.

A data output control terminal 300 is communicably

connected to a portable terminal 100 possessed by a

user, printing devices PR^ through PR n distributed and

installed at various locations, and WWW servers DS
1

through DSm via the Internet 400. acquires data regard-

ing a data print request from the portable terminal 100

from the WWW servers DS, selects a printing device

PR, which is considered to be optimum for the user of

the portable terminal 100 to receive provided output da-

ta, from among a plurality of printing devices PR, and

outputs the acquired data to the selected printing device

PR. Regarding the selection of a printing device PR, da-

ta on a printing device position is retrieved from the stor-

age device 62 on the basis of, for example, data on a

desired providing area indicating a desired providing ar-

ea where output data is desired to be provided, and a

printing device PR located in an area specified by the

data on a desired providing area is selected.
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Description

Technical Field
> =

:

[0001] The present invention relates to an apparatus
that is communicably connected,, via a network, to a
portable terminal carried by a user and a plurality of
printing devices distributed and installed at various lo-
cations, receives a data print request from the portable
terminal, and outputs data regarding the data print re-
quest to one of the printing devices, and a method there-
for. More particularly, the present invention relates to a
data output controller ideally suited for easily obtaining
detailed information available on a network*.

J?:
0?6̂ ,^00^ 1^^ tne Present invention has been

madewith a view toward solving the unsolved problems
with the prior arts described above, and it is an objective
thereof to provide a data output controller ideally suited
for obtaining detailed information available on a network
with ease.

Disclosure of Invention

10

15
Background Art

[0002] In recent years, information available on the In-
ternet can be easily obtained from anywhere by using
for example, "i mode" (registered trade name) provided 20
by NTT Mobile Communication Networks Inc (NTT
DoCoMo).

1
'

[0003] However, although such a portable terminal
enables information available on the Internet to be easily
obtained from anywhere, the information displayed is 25
considerably simpler than that displayed on a typical
personal computer because the displaying means of the
portable terminal is inevitably designed to have a simple
configuration mainly to achieve more compactness and
reduced power consumption of the portable, terminal 30
Hence, it can be hardly said that such a portable terminal
has accomplished the provision of information that fully
satisfies a user thereof.

[0004] Therefore, it is possible to propose a mode in
which a portable terminal and a printing device are com- 35
bined so as to display rough information on the portable

.
terminal and to print detailed information on the printing
device thereby to provide detailed information, while
maintaining the compactness and reduced power con-
sumption of the portable terminal. However, this mode 40
that combines the portable.terminal and the printing de-
vice has to solve some technological problems.
[0005] For instance, it is difficult to carry a printing de-
vice togetherwith a portable terminal because of its big
size, and therefore, it is conceivable to use a printing 45
device usually installed at home or.an office to print out
detailed information. It is not possible, however, to easily \

obtain information from anywhere if a. fixed particular
printing device has to be used. To implement this idea
the printing device has to be made small enough to be so
portable, or an arrangement has to be made that allows

'" '

an arbitrary printing device to be used. Xheconcept of
the former case is extremely difficult. to realize with the
state of the art. so that it is unrealistic. In the latter case,
a driver dedicated; to each type of printing device would 55
be. required, so that a portable terminal would have to
incorporate drivers for all-types of printing devices to be

1

used. This is also unrealistic.

[0007] To achieve the above-mentioned objective, a
data output controller described in claims 1 to 16 in ac-
cordance with the present invention can be proposed
The following will describe a configuration of the data
output controller described in claims 1 to 16 in accord-
ance with the present invention with reference to Fig. 1.
Fig. 1 is a conceptual diagram showing the configuration
of the data output controller described in claims 1 to 16
in accordance with the present invention.

[0008] A data output controller 10 described in claim
1 m accordance with the present invention is. as shown
m Fig. 1

.
an apparatus that is communicably connected

via a network, a portable terminal 20 that is possessed
by a user, issues a data print request, and features port-
ability, and a plurality of output terminals 21 that are dis-
tributed and installed at various "locations to print data
The data output controller 10 receives the data print re-
quest from the portable terminal 20. and outputs data
regarding the data print request to the output terminals
21

.

The data output controller 1 0 is equipped with a stor-
age means 11 for storing output terminal information re-
garding the output terminals 21 for each of the output
terminals 21, a selecting means 12 for selecting one of
the plurality of output terminals 21 . and an output means
13 for outputting the data regarding the data print re-

.
quest to the output terminal 21 selected by the selecting
means 12. The data print request includes search data
necessary for the selecting means 12 to select the out-
put terminal 21

,
The selecting means 12 retrieves output

terminal information from the storage means 11 on the
basis of the search data contained in the data print re-
quest so as to select the output terminal 21 considered
to be the best suited for the user of the portable terminal
20 to receive provided output data.

[0009] With this arrangement, upon receipt of the data
print request from the portable terminal 20, the selecting
means 12 retrieves output terminal information from the

..storage means 11 on the basis of the search data con-
tained in the data print request in order to select an out-
put terminal 21 considered to be the best suited for the
user of the portable terminal 20 to receive provided out-
put data, and data regarding the data print request is
output by the output means 13 to the selected output
terminal 21. Then, the data is printed out by the output
terminal 21.

[0010] The output terminal 21 considered to be ideally
suited for the user of the portable terminal 20 to receive
provided output data may be, for example, an output ter-
minal 21 considered to be the closest distance-wise or

2
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time-wise, taking the position of the porta'Sfe terminal 20

as the reference, an output terminal 21 considered to

be the closest distance-wise or time-wise, taking a des-

tination .of the user of the portable terminal 20 as the

reference, an output terminal 21 considered to enable

the user to receive provided output data most quickjy

time-wise, considering a data output speed of the output

terminal 21, or an output terminal 21 that is the lowest

in price for provided output data.

[Q011] The data regarding the data print request may

be obtained by receiving it from, for example, the port-

able terminal 20, or from somewhere other than the con-
,

,
troller 1 0 and the portable terminal 20. In the latter case,

to be more specific, the following configuration may be

possible. An acquiring means is provided that is com-

municably connected via a network, to a data accumu-

lating terminal to acquire data regarding the data print

request from the data accumulating terminal. The output

means 13 outputs the data acquired by the acquiring

means to an output terminal selected by the selecting

means 12.

[0012] With this, arrangement, if a data print request

is received from the portable terjninal 20, data regarding

the data print request is acquired by the acquiring

means from the data accumulating terminal, and the ac-

quired data is output to the output terminal 21 selected

.by the selecting means 1-2.

[0013] Furthermore, according to the data output con-

. troller 10 described in claim 2 in accordance with the

present invention, as shown in Fig. 1, in the data output

controller 10 described in claim 1, the output terminal

information includes output terminal position data for de-

termining, the location where the output terminal 21 is

installed, and the, search data may include portable ter-

minal position data for determining the position of the

portable terminal 20. The selecting means 12 retrieves

the output terminal position data from the storage

means 11 on the basis of the data on a portable terminal

position contained in the search data, and selects an

output terminal 21 considered to be the closest dis-

tance-wise or time-wise, taking the position of the port-

able terminal 20 as the reference.

[0014] With this arrangement, if the search data in-

cludes the data on the position of a portable terminal,

then the output terminal position in the storage means

11 is retrieved by the selecting means 12 on the basis

of the data on a portable terminal position that is con-

tained in the data" print request, and the output terminal

21 considered to be the closest distance-wise or time-

wise is selected, taking the position of the portable ter-

minal 20 as the reference.

[0015] In this case, the selecting means 12 may have

any configuration as long as it is adapted to select an

output terminal .21 considered to be the closest dis-

tance-wise or time-wise, taking the position of the port-

able terminal 20 as the reference.. The selecting means

12 may be adapted to select any one of the output ter-

minals 21 considered to be the closest distance-wise or

time-wise, taking the position of the portable terminal 20

as the reference, or to select a plurality of the output

terminals 21 considered to be the closest distance-wise

or time-wise, taking the position of the portable terminal

5 * '20 as the reference. In the latter case, some means,

such as designation by a user, is employed for narrow-

ing down to eventually select one of the plurality of"out-

put terminals 21.

.

[0016] The data on a position of the portable terminal

*o''
:

nhay be obtained, for example, by measuring the posi-

"

'tion of the portable terminal 20 by the controller 10, or

""'by measuring the position thereof by the portable termi-
; f

' nal 20 by utilizing GPS or the like, or by measuring the

position of the portable terminal 20 at a base station to

15 which the portable terminal 20 is connected.

[0017] Furthermore, according to the data output con-

troller 10 described in claim 3 in accordance with the

present invention, as shown in Fig. 1 , in the data output

controller 10 described in one of claims 1 and 2, the out-

20 put terminal information includes data on an output ter-

minal position for determining a location where the out-

put terminal 21 is located, and the search data may in-

clude data on a desired providing area that indicates a

desired providing area, which is an approximate place

25 where output data is desired to be provided. Based on

the data on a desired providing area, which data is in-

cluded in the search data, the selecting means 12 re-

trieves the data on an output terminal position from the.

storage means' 11, and selects the output terminal 21

30 located in the area specified by :

the data oh a desired

providing area.

[0018] With this arrangement, if the search data in -

cludes the data on a desired providing area, then the

selecting means 1 2>etrieves the data on an output ter-

35 minal position from the storage means 11 on the basis

of the data on a desired providing area that is contained

in the data print request, and selects the output terminal

'21 located in the area specified by the data on a desired

providing area.

40 [0019] In this case, the selecting means 1 2 may have

any configuration as long as it is adapted to select an

output terminal 21 located in the area specified by the

data on a desired providing area. The selecting means

1 2 may be adapted to select* any one of the output ter-

45 minals 21 located in an area specified by the data on a

desired providing area', or select all output terminals 21

located in an area specified by the data on a desired

providing area. In the latter case, some means, such as

designation by a user, is used for narrowing down to

so eventually select one of the plurality of output terminals

21.

[0020] Furthermore, according to the data output con-

troller 10 described in claim 4'in accordance with the
:

present invention, as shown in Fig. 1 . in the data output

55 controller 10 described in claim 3, the selecting means

12 does not perform the search based on the data on a

portable terminal position if the position specified by the

data on a portable terminal position is not included in
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the area specified by the data on a
vd.esire.d providing

area that is included in the search data. r ,
t
,T

[0021] With this arrangement, the search based on
the data on a portable terminaLposition will not be per-
formed by the selecting means 12 if the position speci-
fied by the data on a portable terminal position is not
included in the area specified by the data on a desired
providing area that is included in the search data.
[0022] Furthermore, according to the data output con-
troller 10 described in. claim 5 in accordance with the
present invention, as shown in Fig. 1 , iri the data output
controller 10 described in any one of claims 1 to 4, the
output terminal information includes printing format data
indicating a data format that can be printed by the output
terminal 21 among data formats of data regarding the
data print request, and the search data may include the
printing format data. The selecting means 12 is adapted
to retrieve printing format data from the storage means
11 on the basis of the printing format data included in
the search data, and to select the output terminal 21 as-
sociated with the printing format data.

[0023J With this arrangement, if printing format data
is included in search data, then the selecting means 12
retrieves printing format data from the storage means
11 on the basis of the printing format data included in a
data print request, and selects the output terminal 21
associated with the printing format data.

[0024] In this case, the selecting.means 12 may have
any configuration as long as it is adapted to select an
output terminal 21 associated with printing format data
The selecting means. 12 may be adapted to select any
one of.the output terminals 21 associated with printing
format data, or select all output terminals 21 associated
with printing format data. In the latter case, some
means, such as designation by a user, is used for nar-
rowing down to eventually select one of.the plurality of
output terminals 21.

[0025] Furthermore, according to the data output con-
troller 10 described in claim 6 in accordance with the
present invention, as shown in Fig. 1 , in the data output
controller 10 described in any one of claims 1 to 5, the

• output terminal information includes printing specifica-
tion data indicating the printing specification of the out-
put terminal 21, and .the search data may include the
printing specification data. The selecting means 12 is
adapted to retrieve printing specification data from the
storage means 11 on the basis of the printing specifica-
tion data included in the search data, and to select the
output terminal 21 associated with the printing specifi-
cation data. •

[0026] With this arrangement, if printing specification

'

data is
.
included, in search data, then the selecting

means 12 retrieves printing specification data in the
storage means11 on the basis of the printing specifica-
tion data included in. a data print request, and selects
the output terminal 21 associated with the printing spec-'
.ification data.

, .

[0027] In this case, the selecting means 12 may have

, t
any configuration as long as it is adapted to select an

. .
output terminal 21 associated with printing specification
data. The selecting means 1 2 may be adapted to select
any one of the output terminals 21 associated with print-

5 Ing specification data, or select all output terminals 21
associated with printing specification data. In the latter
case, some means, such as designation by a user, is
used for narrowing down to eventually select one of the
plurality of output terminals 21

.

10 [0028] Furthermore, according to the data output con-
troller 10 described in claim 7 in accordance with the
present invention, as shown in Fig. i, in the data output
controller 10 described in any one of claims 1 to 6, the
output terminal information includes output terminal

is identifying data for identifying the output terminals 21

,

and the search data may include the output terminal
identifying data. The selecting means 12 is adapted to
retrieve output terminal identifying data from the storage
means 11 solely on the basis of the output terminal iden-

20 tifying data included in the search data, and to select the
output terminal 21 that coincides with the output terminal
identifying data.

[0029] With this arrangement, if search data includes
pnnting. device identifying data, then the selecting

25 means 12 does not perform search based on any data
other than printing device identifying data among the
search data. The selecting means 12 retrieves printing
device identifying data from the storage means 1 1 solely
on the basis of the printing device identifying data in-

30 eluded in the data print request so as to select the output
terminal 21 that coincides with the printing device iden-
tifying data.

[0030] Furthermore, according to the data output con-
troller 10 described in claim 8 in accordance with the

35 present invention, as shown in Fig. 1 , in the data output
controller 10 described in any one of claims 1 to 7, the
output, means 13 outputs output terminal-information
corresponding to the output terminal 21 selected by the
selecting means 12 to the portable terminal 20.

fo [0031] With this arrangement, the output terminal in-
formation corresponding to the output terminal 21 se-
lected by the selecting means 1 2 is output by the output
means 13 to the portable terminal 20.

[0032] Furthermore, the data output controller 10 de-
45 scribed in claim 9 in accordance with the present inven-

tion is, as shown in Fig. ,1 an apparatus that is commu-
nicably connected, via a network, with a portable termi-
nal 20 that is possessed by a user, issues a data output

<
request, and features portability/and a plurality of output

50 terminals 21 that are distributed and installed at various
locations to output data. The data output controller 10

^
receives a data output request from the portable termi-
nal 20, and outputs data regarding the data output re-
quest to. the output terminals 21. The data output con-

55 troller 1 0 is equipped with a storage means 1 1 for storing

.
. .. output terminal information regarding the output termi-

nals 21 for each of the output terminals 21 . a selecting
means ,12 for selecting one of the plurality of output ter-

4
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minais 21. and an output means 13 for.outputting the"

data regarding the data output request to'tHe output ter-

minat 21 selected by the selecting means 12. The data

output request includes search data necessary for the

selecting means 1 2 to select the output terminal 21 .
The

selecting means 12 retrieves output terminal informa-

tion from the. storage means 11 on the basis of the

search data contained in the data output request so as

to select the output terminal 21 considered to be the best

suited for the user of the portable terminal 20 to receive
^

provided output data.

[0033] With this arrangement, upon receipt of a data

output request from the portable terminal 20, the select:

ing means 1 2 retrieves output terminal information from
*

the storage means 11 on the basis of the search data

contained in the data output request in order to select

an output terminal 21 considered to be the best suited

for the user of the portable. terminal 20 to receive pro-

vided output data, and data regarding the data output

request is output by the output means 1 3 to the selected

output terminal 21 . Then, the data is output by the output

terminal 21 .
, ,

[0034] The output terminal 21\ considered to be ideally

suited for the user of the portable terminal 20 to receive

provided output data may be, for example, an output ter-

minal 21 considered to be the closest distance-wise or

time-wise, taking the position of the portable terminal 20

as the reference, an output terminal 21 considered to

be the closest distance-wise or time-wise, taking a des-

tination of the user of the portable terminal 20 as the

reference, an output terminal 21 considered to enable

the user to receive provided output data most quickly

time-wise', considering a data output speed of the output

terminal 21, or an output terminal 21 featuring the lowest

in price for the provided output data.

[0035] the output terminal 21 may have any configu-

ration as long as it is adapted to output data. Such an

output terminal 21 may be equipped with for example,

a displaying means for displaying data, a voice output

means for outputting data in terms of speechorthe like,

or a printing means for printing data.

[0036] The data regarding a data output request may

be obtained by receiving it from, for example, the port-

able terminaf^O. or from somewhere other than the con-

troller 10 and the portable terminal 20. In the latter case,

to be more specific, the following configuration may be

possible.' An acquiring means is provided that is com-

municably connected via a network, to a data accumu-

lating terminal to acquire data regarding a data output

request from the data accumulating terminal. The output

means 13 outputs the data'acquired by the acquiring

means to an output terminal selected by the selecting

means 12.

[0037] With this arrangement, upon receipt of a data

" output request from the portable terminal 20, the acquir-

'

ing means acquires data regarding the data output re-

quest from the data accumulating terminal, and the out-

put means 13 outputs the acquired data to the output'

"'v '%rmihaY2l selected by the selecting means 12.

[0038]
*'

Fu'rtherrn'ore. according to the data output con-

troller 10 described in 'claim 10 in accordance with the

present invention, as shown in Fig. 1 in the data output

'5 controller 10 described in claim 9, the output terminal
'

information includes data on an output terminal position

' - for identifying the location where the output terminat 21

is installed, and the search data may include data on a

"
'^portable terminal position for identifying the position of

10- the portable terminal 20. The selecting means 12 re-

trieves the data on an butput terminal position from the

' storage means 1 Ton the basis of the data on a portable

terminal position contained in the search data, thereby

'selecting an output terminal 21 considered to be the

is closest distance-wise or time-wise, takingthe position

of the portable terminal 20 as the reference.

[0039] With this arrangement, if the search data in-

cludes the data on a portable terminal position, then the

data on an output terminal position in the storage means

20 11 is retrieved by the selecting means 12 on the basis

of the data on a* portable terminal position that is con-

tained in the data output reiquest, and the output terminal

21 considered to be the closest distance-wise or time-

wise is selected; taking the position of the portable ter-

25 minal 20 as the reference.

[0040] In this casefthe selecting means 12 may have

any configuration as long, as it is adapted to select an

output'terminai 21 considered to be the closest dis-

tance-wise or time-wise, taking the position of the port-

30 able terminal 20 as the reference. The selecting means

12 may be adapted to-select any one of the output ter-

minals 21 considered to be the closest distance-wise or

time-wise, taking the position of the portable terminal 20

as the reference, or to select a plurality of the output

35 terminals 21 considered to be the closest distance-wise

or time-wise, taking the position of the portable terminal

20 as the reference. In the -latter case', some means,

such as designation by a user, is employed for narrow-

ing down to eventually select one of the plurality of out-

40 put terminals 21

.

[0041] The data on a portable terminal position may
: be obtained, for example, by measuring the position of

the portable'terminat 20 by the controller 10, or by meas-

uring the position thereof by the portable terminal 20 by

45 utilizing GPS or the like, or by measuring the position of

the portable terminal 20 at a base station to which the

portable terminal 20 is connected.

[0042] Furthermore, according to the data output con-

* - * troller TO described in claim 11 in accordance with the

50 present invention, as shown in Fig. 1 , in the data output

* controller 10 described in one of claims 9 and 10, the

' output terminal information includes data on an output

terminal position for identifying a location where the out-

put terminal 21 is located, and the search data may in-

' 55 elude data on'a desired providing area that indicates a

desired providing area, which is an approximate place

where output data is desired to be provided.. Based on

the data on a desired providing area, which data is in-
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eluded in the search data, the selecting means 12 re- , ,

trieves the data on an output terminal position from the
storage means 11 thereby to selectthe output terminal
21 located in the area specified by the data on a desired .

providing area. 5

[0043] With this arrangement, if the search data in-,

eludes the data on a desired providing area, then the .

data on an output terminal position in the storage means
11 is retrieved by the selecting means 12 on- the basis ;

qf the data on a desired providing area that is contained., w
in a data output request, and the output terminal 21 lo-

cated in the area specified by the data on a desired pro-
viding area is selected. . v
[0044] In this case, the selecting means 12 may have-
any configuration as long as it is adapted to select an 15

output terminal 21 located in the area , specified by the
data on a desired providing area. The selecting means
12 may be adapted to select any one ofthe output ter-

minals 21 located in an area specified by the data on a
desired providing area, or select all output terminals 21 2C

located in an area specified by the data on a desired
providing area. In the latter case, some means, such as
designation by a user, is used for narrowing down to
eventually select one of the plurality of output terminals
21. 25

[0045] Furthermore, according to the data output con-
troller 10 described in claim 12 in accordance with the
present invention, as shown in Fig. .1 , in the data output
controller 10 described in claim 11 , the selecting means
12 does not perform the search based on the data on a 30
portable terminal position if the position specified by the
data on a portable terminal position is not included in

the area specified by the data on a desired providing
area that is included in the search data.

[0046] With this arrangement, the search based on 35
the data on a portable terminal position will not be per-
formed by the selecting means. 12 if the position speci-
fied by the data on a portable terminal position is not
included in the area specified by the data on a desired
providing area that is included in the search data. 40

[0047] Furthermore.-according to the data output con-
troller 10 described in claim 13 in accordance with the

- present invention, as shown in Fig, 1 in the data output
controller 10"ciescribed in any one of claims 9 to 12, the
output terminal information includes output format data 45

indicating a data format that can be output by the output
. terminal, 21 among the data formats of the. data regard-

ing a data output request, and- the search data may in-

clude the output format data: The selecting means 12 is

- . adapted to retrieve output format data from the storage so
means 11 on the basis of the output format data included
in the search data, and to select the output terminal 21
associated with the output format data.

[0048] With this arrangement, if output format data is -

included in search data, then the selecting means 12 55
retrieves output format data in the storage means 11 on -

.

the basis of the output format data included in a data.,
output request, and selects the output terminal 21 as- . ,

,
SjO.cia^ed.wi.th the output format data.

! [0049].
;

In this case, the selecting means 12 may have
any configuration as long as it is adapted to select an
output terminal 21 associated with output format data.
The selecting means 12 may be adapted to select any
one of the output terminals 21 associated with output
format data, or select all output terminals 21 associated
with output format data, in the latter case, some means,
such as designation by a user, is used for narrowing
down to eventually select one of the plurality of output
terminals 21.

[0050] Furthermore, according to the data output con-
troller 10 describedjn claim 14 in accordance with the
present invention, as shown in Fig. 1 , in'the data output
controller 1 0 described in any one of claims 9 to 1 3, the
output terminal information includes output specification
data indicating the output specification of the output ter-

minal 21, and the search data may include the output
specification data. The selecting means 12 is adapted
to retrieve output specification data from the storage
means 11 on the basis of the output specification data
included in the search data, and to select the output ter-

minal 21 associated with the output specification data.
[0051] With this arrangement, if output specification
data is included in search data, then the selecting
means 1 2 retrieves output specification data in the stor-
age means 11. on the basis of the output. specification
data included in a data output request, and selects the
output terminal 21 associated with the output specifica-
tion data.

[0052] In this case, the selecting means 12 may have
any. configuration as long as it is adapted to select an'*

output terminal 21 associated with output specification
data. The selecting means 12 may be adapted to select
any one of the output terminals 21 associated with out-
put specification data, or select all output terminals 21
associated with output specification data. In the latter

case, some means, such as designation by a user, is

used for narrowing down to eventually select one of the
plurality of output terminals 21

.

[0053] Furthermore, according to the data output con-
troller 10 described in claim 15 in accordance with the
present invention, as shown in Fig. 1 , in the data output
controller 10. described in any one of claims 9 to 14. the
output terminal information includes output terminal
identifying data for identifying, the

r output terminals 21,
and the search data may include the output terminal
identifying data. The selecting means 12 is adapted to

retrieve output terminal identifying data from the storage
means/1/l solely on the basis of the output terminal iden-
tifying data included in'the search data, and to select the
output terminal 21 that coincides with the output terminal
identifying data.

[0054] .With, this arrangement, if search data includes
output device identifying data, then the selecting means

? 12 does not perform search based on any data other
than output device identifying data among the search
data. The selecting means 12 retrieves output device

6
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identifying data from the storage mean's *1 t'solely on the"

basis of the output device identifying data included in

the data output request so as to select the output termi-

nal 21 that coincides with the output device identifying

data.

[0055] Furthermore, according to the data output con-

troller 10 described in claim 16 in accordance with the

present invention, as shown in Fig. 1 , in the data output

controller 1 0 described in any one of claims 9 to 1 5, the

output means 13 outputs output terminal information

corresponding to the output terminal 21 selected by the

selecting means 12 to the portable terminal 20.

[0056] With this arrangement, the output terminal in-

formation corresponding to the output terminal 21 se-

lected by the selecting means 12 is output by the output

means 13 to the portable terminal 20.

[0057] As described above, the data output controller

described in claims 1 to 8 in accordance with the present

invention allows a user to receive provided output data

with greater ease and therefore to obtain detailed infor-

mation available on a network more easily. This leads

to an advantage in that a service provider will be able to

provide users thereof with information services that are

highly satisfactory to the users, as compared with prior

arts.

[0058] Furthermore, according to the data output con-

troller described in claim 2 in accordance with the

present invention, data regarding a data print request is

printed out by an output terminal considered to be the

closest distance-wise or time-wise when the position of

a portable terminal is used as the reference. Hence, us-

ers will be able to receive provided output data with

g reater ease and to obtain detailed information available

on a network more easily. This results in another advan-

tage in that a service provider will be able to provide

information services that are even more satisfactory to

the users thereof.

[0059] Furthermore, according to the data output con-

troller described in claim 3 in accordance with the

present invention, data regarding a data print request is

printed out by an output terminal located' in a desired

providing area, which is an approximate place where a

user wishes to receive the provided output data. Thus,

output data ca"n be provided in a manner that meets us-

er's needs, and detailed information available on a net-

work can be obtained with even greater ease. This leads

to another advantage in that a service provider will be

able to provide information services that are even more

satisfactory to the users thereof.

[0060] Furthermore, according to the data output con-

troller described in claim 4' in accordance with the

present invention, if a user inputs an area where the user

wishes to receive provided output data, then the priority

is given to the search based on the data on the desired

providing area rather than the search based on the data

on the position of a portable terminal, and the data re-

garding the data print request will be printed out by an

output terminal located in the desired providing area.

u ' ' ''Thus. -priority-* is given to the needs of the user in provid-
'v''

ihg output ''data.' allowing detailed information available

'
' on a network to-be obtained with further greater ease.

This leads to another advantage in that a service pro-

5 vider wilt be able to provide information services that are

even more satisfactory to the users thereof.

[0061] Furthermore, according to the data output cron-

trolter described in claim 5 in accordance with the

present invention, data regarding a data print request is

io printed out by an output terminal capable of printing in

a data format specified by a user. Thus, output data can

be provided in a manner that meets user's needs, and

detailed information available on a network can be ob-

tained with even greater ease. This leads to another ad-

'15 vantage in that a service provider will be able to provide

information services that are even, more satisfactory to

the users.

[0062] Furthermore, according to the data output con-

troller described 'in claim- 6 in accordance with the

20 present invention, data regarding a data print request is

printed out by an output terminal capable of printing

based on a printing specification designated by a user.

Thus, output data can be- provided in a manner that

meets user's needs, and detailed information available

25 on a network can be obtained with even greater ease.

This leads to another advantage in that a service pro-

viderwitt be able to provide information services that are

even more satisfactory to the users.

[0063] Furthermore, according to the data output con-

30 troller described' in claim 7 in accordance with the

present invention, data regarding a data print request is

printed out by an output terminal uniquely specified by
a user: Thus, output data can be provided in a manner,

that meets user's needs, and detailed information avail-

35 able on a network can be obtained with even greater

ease. This leads to another advantage in that a service

provider will be able to provide information services that

are even more satisfactory to the users thereof,

[0064] Furthermore, according to the data output con-

40 (roller described in claim 8 in accordance with the

present invention.- a user is notified of the information

regarding an output terminal that will provide output da-

ta, making it possible to prevent the user from printing

wrong data. This leads to another advantage in that a

45 service provider will be able to provide information serv-

ices that are even more satisfactory to the users thereof.

[0065] Furthermore, the data output controller de-

scribed in claims 9 to 1 6 in accordance with the present

- invention enables users to receive provided output data

50 more easily, and to obtain detailed information available

on a network with greater ease, as compared with prior

arts. Hence, an advantage can be obtained in that a

service provider will be able to furnish users thereof with

information services that will give even more satisfaction

55 to the users.

[0066] Furthermore, according to the data output con-

troller described in" claim 10 in accordance with the

present invention, the data regarding a request for out-

7
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putting data is output at an output -.terminal considered
to be the closest distance-wise or time-wise, using the.
position of a portable terminal as the reference. Hence .

a user will be able to receive provided output data more
easily, and to obtain detailed information available on a
network with greater ease. This leads to another advan-
tage in that a service provider will be able to. provide
information services that are even more satisfactory to
the users.

[^067] Furthermore, according to the data output con-
troller described in claim 11 in accordance with the' •

present invention, data regarding- a request for output-
ting data is output at an output terminal located in a de-
sired providing area, which, is an approximate place
where a user wishes to receive the provided output data, -

Thus, output data can be provided in a manner that
meets user's needs, and detailed information available
on a network can be obtained with even. greater ease
This leads to another advantage in that a service pro-
vider will be able to provide information services that are
even more satisfactory.to the users thereof.

[0068] Furthermore, according to the data output con-
troller described in .claim 12 in accordance with the
present invention, if a user inputs an area where the user
wishes to receive provided output data, then the priority
is given to the search based on the data on the desired
providing area rather than the search basedpn the data
•on the position of a portable terminal, and the data re-
garding a request for.out putting data will be output at an
output terminal located in the desired providing area.
Thus, priority is given to the needs of the user in provid-.
ing output data, allowing detailed information available
on a network to be obtained with further greater ease.
This leads to another advantage in that a service pro-
vider will be able to provide information services that are
even more satisfactory to the users thereof.

[0069] Furthermore, according to the data output con-
troller described in claim 13 in accordance with the
present invention, data regarding a request for output-
ting data is output at an output terminal capable of out-
putting in a data format specified by a user. Thus, output

' data can be provided in a manner that meets user's .

needs, and detailed information available on .a network
can be obtained with even greater ease. This leads to
another advantage in that a service provider will be able
to provide information services that are even more sat-
isfactory to the users thereof. ,

[0070] Furthermore, according to the data output con-
troller described in claim 14 in: accordance with the.
present invention, data regarding a request for output-
ting data is output at an output terminal capable of out-
putting according to an output specification.designated
by a user. Thus, output data can-be provided in a manner
that meets user's needs, and detailed information avail-
able on a network can be obtained with even greater
ease. This leads to another advantage.in that a service
provider will be able to provide information services that .

are even more satisfactory to the users thereof.

-\ ; :i

m
,

n71]
r
,
r
Furthermore, according to the data output con-

- troller. described in claim 15 in accordance with the
present invention, data regarding a request for output-

> -
ting data is output at an output terminal uniquely speci-

-.5 fied by a user. Thus, output data can be provided in a
manner that meets user's needs, and detailed informa-
tion available on a network can be obtained with even
greater ease. This leads to another advantage in that a
service provider will be able to provide information serv-

. ^ ices that are even more satisfactory to the users thereof.

.
[0072] Furthermore, according to the data output con-
troller described in claim, 16 in accordance with the
present invention, a user is notified of the information
regarding an output terminal that will provide output da-

'5 ta, making it possible to prevent the user from outputting
wrong data. This_ leads to another advantage in that a
service provider will be able to provide information serv-
ices that are even more satisfactory to the users thereof.

20 Brief Description of the Drawings

[0073]

Fig. 1 is a conceptual diagram showing the config-
uration, of a data output controller described in

.

claims 1 to 1 6 in accordance with the present inven-
tion.

Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing the configuration
of a network system to which the data output con-
troller in. accordance with the present invention is

applied.

Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing the configuration
of a portable terminal 100.
Fig. 4 is a flowchart showing the processing for a
data print request.

Fig. 5 is a block diagram showing the configuration
of a data output control terminal 300.
Fig. 6 is a flowchart showing data output control
processing.

25

30

35

40

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0074] An embodiment in accordance with the
present invention will now be described with reference

45 to the accompanying drawings. Fig. 2 through Fig. 6 il-

. justrate the embodiment of the data output controller in

.
accordance with the present. invention.

[0075] This embodiment illustrates a' case where the
data output controller in accordance with the present in-

50 vention is .applied to. a service wherein, in response to
a data printing request from a user, a service provider

.
acquires the data regarding the data print request from
one of WWW (World Wide Web) servers DS, through

.
DSm and outputs the data to one of the printing devices

55 PR! through PRn by using a data output control terminal
.. 300 communicably connected to a portable terminal

1 00, such as a portable telephone, possessed by a user
and printing devices PR

1
through PRn respectively in-

8
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stalled at a plurality of shops through -S n distributed
y

at various locations via the Internet 400. as shown iri"
:

Fig. 2. For easier understanding of the present inven-

tion, only one portable terminal 100 is shown, whereas

a plurality of different types of portable terminals 1 00 can

be connected to the Internet 400 in practical applica-

tions.'

[0076] First, the configuration of a network system to

which the data output controller in accordance with the

present invention is applied will be described with refer-

ence to Fig. 2. Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing the'-"

configuration of the network system to which the data

output controller in accordance with the present inven-

tion is applied.

[0077] As shown in Fig. 2, connected to the Internet

400 araa relay center 210 linking the communication

between the portable terminal 100 and the Internet 400,

the printing devices PR
1
through PR n

for printing data;

the WWW servers DS
1
through DSm for accumulating

data, the data output control terminal 300 for acquiring

data regarding a data printing request from one of the

WWW servers DS-, through DSm and outputting the data

to one of the printing devices PR 1
through PRn ,

and data

format converting terminals CS
1
through CS^ for con-

verting the data acquired by the data output control ter-

minal 300 into data that can be'printed by the printing

devices PR r through PRn .

[0078] A plurality of base stations 200'that perform ra-

dio communication with the portable' terminal 100 are

connected to the relay center 210. When the portable

terminal 100 is connected to the Internet 400, the relay

center 210 serves as one terminal on the Internet 400

on behalf of the portable terminal 1 00 thereby to transmit

the data received from the portable terminal 100 via the

base stations 200 to a target terminal via the Internet

400, and also to transmit the data of a target terminal

on the Internet 400 to the portable terminal 1 00 via the

base stations 200. The portable terminal 1 00 simultane-

ously communicates with at least three base stations

200. The relay center 210 is adapted to measure the

difference in time required for radio waves from the port-

able terminal 100 to reach the base stations 200, there-

by measuring the position of the portable terminal 100

on the basis T>f the measured time differences.

[0079] The WWW servers DS
1
through DSm are con-

structed by a memory for storing display data for dis-

playing on the portable terminal 100 and the print data

to' be printed by the printing'devices PR-, through PR n

corresponding to the display data, and a request

processing unit that responds to a request from a termi-

nal, such as a relay center 21 0 or the data output control

terminal 300, that is connected to the Internet 400 and

transmits data from the memory to the terminal.

[0080] The request processing unit has a function im-

plemented by a CPU, not shown, that executes a pro^

gram stored in an external memory or the like. The re-

quest processing unit transmits display data or print data

in the memory upon request for sending data received

frbm
!

ah' externa! terminal (the portable terminal 100. the

data'ou'tput'control terminal 300. etc.). Whether the dis-

play dataor the print data should be sent is determined

by a URL included in the request for sending data. The

memory stores a variety of files, as print data, including

text data, stilt image data, sound data, animation data

such as MPEG, 3D image data such as VRML, or-pro-

gramdata or the like, such as JAVA, or HTML (Hyper

Text Markup Language) files.

[0081] The data format converting terminals CS^

through CS
1
are terminals for implementing the data for-

mat conversion processing for converting the data ac-

quired by the data output control terminal 300 into data

5 that can.be printed by the printing devices PR^ through

PRn : One or a plurality of the data format converting ter-

minals CS
1
through CS

1
is selected according to the

transmission load of the Internet 400 or the processing

load of a data format converting terminal CS. The data

format conversion processing is carried out by the se-

lected data format converting terminal or terminals CS.

To be more specific, one or a plurality of the data format

converting terminals CS
1
through CS

1
that are required

for data format conversion processing are selected ac-

cording to the transmission load of the Internet 400 or

in an ascending order of the magnitude of the process-

ing load of the data format conversion terminals CS.

[0082] The data format converting terminal or termi-

nals CS carrying out the data format conversion

processing receive a request for converting a data for-

mat from the data output control terminal 300 and the

data to be converted. Then, the data format converting

terminal or terminals CS convert, by the data format con-

version processing, the data in a predetermined format

among the data acquired by the data output control ter-

minal 300 into data that can be printed by a correspond-

ing one of the printing devices PR
A
through PRn ,

and

send the converted data to the data output control ter-

minal 300.

[0083] ' For instance, when data format converting ter-

minals CS
1
through CS 3 are implementing, the format

conversion processing, the data format converting ter-

* minal C3
1
converts the data in a predetermined format

A (e.g., HTML format) among the data acquired by the

data output control terminal 300 into data that can be

printed by the printing devices PR
1
through PR5 . The

data format converting terminal CS2 converts the data

in a predetermined format B (e.g., JPEG format) among

the data acquired by the data output control tenminal 300

into data that can be printed by printing devices PR6

through PR 10 - Tne data-format converting terminal CS3

converts the data in a^predetermined format C (e.g.,

WORD (registered trade name) document format)

among the data acquired by the data output control ter-

minal 300 into data that can be printed by printing de-

vices PRn through PR 15 . In this case, apparently, the

printing devices PR^ through PR5 are the devices ded-

icated for printing the data in the predetermined data

• format A, the printing devices PR6 through PR 10 are the
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devices dedicated for printing the.,data in the.predeterr
mined data format B. and the.-pnntingrdevYces PR^
through PR 15 are the devices dedicated for printing the
data in the predetermined data format C.
[0084] The data format converting terminal or termi-
nals CS carrying out the data format conversion
processing convert the data acquired by the data output
control terminal 300, and also generate preview data
which can be displayed on the portable terminal 1 00 and
which is an image showing how the data .acquired by.
the data output control terminal 300 would look when it

is printed out by a printing device PR, the preview data .

being generated according to a display function (the
number of lines that can be displayed, a display resolu-
tion, etc.). The generated preview data is sent to the da-',
ta outp.ut control terminal 300.

[0085] Hence, the data output control terminal 300
sends a request for converting a data format and the
data acquired from a WWW server DS to a data format
converting "terminal CS associated with a printing device

.

PR that is to print out the data regarding a data print
request. In response to this, the data output control ter-
minal 300 receives the data, which can be printed by the
printing device PR that is to print out the data, and pre-
view data.

[0086] The configuration of the portable terminal 100
- will now be described with reference to Fig. 3. Fig. 3 is

*- a-block diagram showing the-configuration of the porta-
ble terminal 100. . ,

, ...
[0087] Referring to Fig. 3, the portable terminal 1 00 is

constructed by a CPU 30 controlling arithmetic opera-
tion and the entire system according to control pro-
grams, a ROM 32 storing the control program or the like
of the CPU 30 at a predetermined area beforehand, a
RAM 34 for- storing data read out from the ROM 32 or
the like and the. results of arithmetic operations required
in the process of arithmetic operations performed by the
CPU 30, an LCDC (Liquid Crystal Display Controller) 36
that converts data stored in a particular area of the RAM
34 into an image signal and outputs the image signal to
an LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) 44, and an l/F 38 acting
as an intermediary for input and output of data in relation •

to an external device. These components of the portable
terminal 10Oare interconnected by a bus 39, which is a
signal line for transferring, data, .so as to permit data
transfer among them.

[0088] External devices connected to the l/F 38 in- -

elude a key panel 40 acting as a human interface to al-
low input of data througha plurality of keys, a transmit-
ting/receiving controller 42 that communicates with, a
base station 200 via radio waves, an LCD 44 for display-
ing a screen on the basis.of image signals, and a posi-
tion measuring device 46 for measuring the position of",
a current location.

[0089] The ROM 32 stores, in addition to the control

.

program for the CPU 30, authentication data for verify-,'

ing whether an access to a printing service provided by
the data output control terminal 300 is made by an au- -

. . . thorized user.

,
."[0090] , The RAM 34 has a VRAM 35. as a specific ar-
ea, for storing display data for display on the LCD 44.
The VRAM 35 has access to the CPU 30 and the LCDC

:
>. 5 36 independently.

[0091] The LCDC 36 sequentially reads out the dis-
play data stored in the VRAM 35 at a predetermined cy-
cle, beginning with a leading address, converts the read

; .. display data into image signals, and outputs the image
.
JO signals to the LCD 44.

[0092] The position measuring device 46 utilizes GPS
(Global Positioning System) or the like, and receives a
time signal from an orbiting satellite that sends a time
signal indicating the current time thereby to measure the

'? .position of a current location on the basis of a time dif-
s- ference indicated by the time signal and also the orbit

of each orbiting satellite.

[0093] The CPU 30 is formed primarily of a micro-
processing unit MPU, and starts a predetermined pro-

20 gram stored in a predetermined area of the ROM 32 to
implement the data print request processing shown by
the flowchart shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 is a flowchart show-
ing the data print request processing.

[0094] The data print request processing is the
25 processing in which a data print request is issued to the

data, output control terminal 300 thereby to make a re-
quest asking to print the data from a.WWW server DS
specified by a user by using one of "the printing devices
PR! through PRn . When the data print request process-

30 ing is implemented^ the CPU 30, the program first

goes to step S100, as shown in. Fig.. 4.

[0.095] In step S1 0Q, it is determined whether there is

a data print request by an input by,a,user through the

£
key panel 40, and if it is determined that there is a data

55 p rj nt request (Yes), then the program proceeds to step
S102 wherein the position of a current location is meas-
ured by the position measuring device 46, and proceeds
to step S104 wherein various pieces of information re-
garding- printing are entered through the- key panel 40.

*o As the various pieces of information regarding printing,
.the user enters, for example/a URL for uniquely speci-
fying the position, on the Internet 400, of the WWW serv-

• er DS storing the printing data to be printed, a desired
< providing area that is an approximate desired place for

45 providing output data, a paper size, the designation of

, .

-color or monochrome printing, printing accuracy or print-
ing speed or other printing specifications of a printing
device PR, a data format for print data to" be printed out,
or a printing device ID for identifying the printing device

5^PR
:

.when directly specifying the printing device PR.
None. of these input items are indispensable, and the
input items are selectively-entered according to user's
needs. However, regarding the URL of a WWW server
DS. the URL of the WWW server DS currently being ac-

55 cessed by a user through- the portable terminal 100 is

automatically entered unless otherwise specified.

[0096] Then, the program proceeds to step S106
wherein it generates data to be included in the data print

10
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request on the basis of the various pieces bfinformatio'n
^

regarding printing that have been entered.'folore specif-*

ically. in generating the data print request, the position

of a current location that has been measured in step

S102 is included as the data on 'the position of a portable

terminal for determining the position of the current loca-

tion. The URL of a WWW server DS is included as the

data on the position where an object to be printed is

stored, the data indicating the URL. If a desired provid-

ing area is entered, then the data on a desired providing

area is included as the data indicating the desired pro-"

viding area. If a printing specification for a printing de--

vice PR is entered, then the data on printing specifica-

tion is included as the data indicating the printing spec-

ification. If a data format is entered, then printing format

data is included as the data indicating the data format.

If a printing device ID of a printing device PR is entered,

then printing device identifying data is included as the'

data indicating the ID of the printing device.

[0097] Then, the program proceeds to step S108

wherein the data print request is sent to the data output

control terminal 300. and proceeds to step S11 0 wherein

the program receives, in response, from the data output

control terminal 300 the data on candidate printing de-

vices that shows the list of several candidates of printing

devices PR considered to be optimum for a user to re-

ceive provided output data. Based on the received data

on the candidate printing devices, the program displays

the listed candidate printing devices PR on the LCD 44,

then proceeds to step S112.

[0098] In step S112, the program determines whether

there is a printing device PR that is desired to provide

output data among the candidate printing devices PR*

displayed on the LCD 44. If one of the printing devices

PR displayed on the LCD 44 is selected through the key

panel 40, then it is determined thafthere is a printing

device PR that is desired to provide output data (Yes),

and the program proceeds to step S114.

[0099] In step S114, a decision signal indicating that

a printing device PR has been decided is sent to the

data output control terminal 300. The program then pro-

ceeds to step S116 wherein it receives, from the data

output control terminal 300,' the printing device informa-

tion, which isthe detailed information regarding the de-

cided-on printing device PR (the place where the print-

ing device PR is installed, the printing specifications of

the printing device PR, etc.). as a first response to the

transmitted decision signal. Based on the received print-

ing device information, the program displays the de-

tailed information regarding the printing device PR on

the LCD 44, then proceeds to siep S118. !/ '

[0100] In step S113, thermogram receives guide data

showing the guide information (route information, map

information, etc.) for guiding a user to the place where

the decided-on printing device PR is installed from the

position of the portable terminal 100. The guide data is

received from the data output control terminal 300 as a

second response to the transmitted decision signal.

'Based o'ntheM'eceived guide data, the program displays
r
"1he"guide

;

"infdrrhaiion on the LCD 44. then proceeds to

' step S120 wherein it receives preview data from the da-

ta output control terminal 300 as a third response to the

5 transmitted decision signal. Based on the received pre-

view data, the program displays the image, which would
"

' be obtained if the data were printed using the decided-

* oh printing device PR, on the LCD 44, then proceeds to

step S122.

W tj [0101] In step S122, it is determined whether the print-

v
- ing data to be printed is correct by checking the image

'

'*
- displayed on the LCD 44. If a selection is entered

through the key panel 40 to indicate that the image dis-

' ^played on the LCD 44 is correct and it is determined that

75 the image displayed on the LCD 44 is correct (Yes), then

the program proceeds to S124. At this time, if the pre-

view data is formed of a plurality of pieces of data, then

a particular piece of the preview data that is needed to

be printed but can be specified.

20 [0102] In step S124;the program sends a request for

implementing data printing to the data output control ter-

minal 300, and proceeds to step S126 wherein it trans-

mits the authentication data in the ROM 32 to the data

output control terminal 300. In response to the transmit-

25 ted authentication data, the program receives a mes-

sage from the data output control terminal 300, and dis-

plays the received message on the LCD 44 in step S1 28.

The program then proceeds to step SI 30 wherein it de-

termines whether a termination signal indicating the end

30 of data printing has been received from the data output

control terminal 300, and if it is determined that the ter-

mination signal has been received (Yes), then the pro-

gram terminates the series of steps of the processing.

If it is determined that the termination signal has not

35 been received (No), then the program repeats step

S128 until the termination signal is received.

[0103] If a selection is entered through the key panel

40 to indicate that the image displayed on the LCD 44

• is incorrect, andif it is determined in step S122 that the

40 image display on the LCD 44 is incorrect (No), then the

program proceeds to step S132 wherein it transmits an

interruption signalrequesting the interruption of the data

printing to the data-output control terminal 300 to termi-

nate the series of steps of the processing.

45 [0104] In step S112, if a selection is entered through

the key panel 40 to indicate that no desired printing de-

vice PR is found among the. candidates of printing de-

vices PR displayed on the LCD 44, and if it is determined

that there is no desired printing devices PR for providing

so output data (No), then the program proceeds to step

S134 wherein it transmits a retry signal requesting re-

search for a printing device PR considered to be opti-

mum for receiving provided output data to the data out-

put control terminal 300. The program then proceeds to

55 S104. •

:

[0105] If it is determined in step S100 that there is no

data print request from a user (No), then the program

stands by in step S100 until the data print request is re-

11
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ceived.

[0106] Referring now to Fig. S. jhe'cahfiguration of the
data output control terminal 3 O'O will be described. Fig."

5 is a block diagram showing [he configu ration of the
data output control terminal 300.

[0107] The data output control terminal 300'is adapt-
ed to acquire data on a data print request from the port-
able terminal 1 00. select one of the printing devices PR

n
through PRn to print out data, and output the acquired
ajata to the selected printing device PR. As shown in Fig!

- 5. the data output control terminal 300 is constructed by
a CPU 50 that controls arithmetic operations and the en-
tire system according. to control programs, a ROM 52
that stores the control programs or the like of the CPU
50. beforehand in a predetermined area, a RAM 54 for
storing.data read out from the ROM 52. or the like and
the results of arithmetic operations required in'the proc
ess of arithmetic operations performed by the CPU 50,
a CRTC 56 that converts data stored in a particular area
of the RAM 54 into an image signal and outputs the im-
age signal, and an l/F 58 acting as an intermediary for
input and output of data in relation to an external device.
These components of .the data output control terminal
300 are interconnected by a bus 59, which is a signal
line for transferring data, so as to permit data transfer
among them. -

[0108] External devices connected to .the l/F 58 in-

.

elude an input device 60 which acts as a human inter-
face and is composed of a .keyboard, mouse, etc. to per-
mit input of data, a memory 62 for storing data, tables,
etc.as files, a display device 64 for display a screen on
the basis of image signals, and. a signal line for connec-
tion to the Internet 400.

[01 09] The RAM 54 has a VRAM 55 for storing display
data for display on the display device 64. The VRAM 55
has access to the CPU 50 and the CRTC 56 independ-
ently.

[0110] The CRTC 56 sequentially reads out the dis-
play data stored in the VRAM 55 at a predetermined cy-
cle, beginning with a leading address, converts the read
display data into image signals, and outputs the image
signals to. the display device 64.

[0111] The memory 62 stores printing device informa-
tion, regarding the printing devices PR required for se-
lecting one of the printing devices PR

1
to PRn for printing

,

out data. The printing device, information is composed
by registering, for each of the' printing devices PR

1
to

PR n ,
printing device position data for locating the places"

*

where the individual printing devices PR are installed,
printing format data indicating data formats that permit
conversion to be accomplished.by data

;

format convert-
"

ing terminals CS corresponding to the printing devices
PR (i.e.,,the data formats in which the printing devices*
PR can print), printing specification data indicating the
printing specifications of the printing devices PR, and
printing device identifying data indicating the IDs of the
printing devices.

[0112] The CPU 50 is formed primarily of a micro-

c- .,?:?n.
e

!:
5 'n

?
Unit MPU

'

and starts a Predetermined pro-

[

" "gram stored in a predetermined area of the ROM 52 to

; implement the data output control processing indicated
by the flowchart shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 is a flowchart

5 showing the data output control processing.

[0113] The data output control processing . is the
processing in which printing data regarding a data print

{

request from the portable terminal 100 is acquired from

I
a WWW server DS, one of the printing devices PR that

;

io is considered to be the best suited for a user of the port-
able terminal 100 to receive provided output data is se-
lected, and the acquired printing data is output to the

• selected printing device PR. When the data output con-
' trol processing is implemented by the CPU 50, the pro-

'^5 gram first goes to step S200, as shown in Fig. 6.
" " [0114] In step S200, it is determined whether a data

print request has been received from the portable ter-
minal 100, and if it is determined that the data print re-
quest has been received (Yes), then the program pro-

20 ceeds to step S202 wherein the program acquires data
(at least the data on the position of the portable terminal
and the data on the position where an object to be print-

ed is stored) included in the received data print request.
The program then proceeds to step S204 wherein it se-

25 lects one of the printing devices PR that is considered
.

.

to be the best suited for the user of the portable terminal
100 to receive provided output data.

[0115] in this step S204, specifically, the printing de-
vice position data in the memory 62 is retrieved on the

30 basis of the acquired data on the position of the portable
terminal so as to select some printing devices PR con-
sidered to be the closest distance-wise or time-wise, us-
ing the position of the portable terminal 100" as the ref-

erence. If the data print request includes the data on a
35 desired providing area, then the printing device position

data in the memory 62 is retrieved on the basis of the
data on a desired providing area so as to select all print-

ing devices PR located in an area specified by the data
on a desired providing area Jf the data print request in-

<0 eludes printing specification data', then printing specifi-

cation data in the memory 62 is retrieved on the basis
of the acquired printing specification data so as to select
all printing devices PR corresponding to the printing

specification data. ~
-

'
.

«5 [0116] Furthermore, if the data print request includes

t
printing format data, then printing format data in the
memory 6? is retrieved oh the basis of the acquired
printing format data so as

;

to select all* printing devices
PR corresponding to the printing format data. If the data

50 print request includes printing device identifying data,
then printing device identifying data in the memory 62
is retrieved on the basis of the acquired printing device

.
identifying data so as to select a printing device PR that

coincides with the printing device identifying data. If the
55 above data is mixed in a data print request in a com-

pound fashion, then narrowing down is performed on the

.
basis of each piece of data. However, if the data on a
desired providing area is included/and if the position

12
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specified by the portable terminal positipn.data is not,

included in the area specified by the data on a desired.,

providing area, then no narrowing down on the basis of

the portable terminal position data will be performed.

Furthermore, if the printing device identifying data is in-

cluded, then no narrowing down on the basis of any oth-

er data will be performed. .

[0117] Subsequently, in step S204, the program gen-

erates printing device candidate data listing the printing

devices PR selected in step S202, and sends the gen-

erated printing device candidate data to the portable ter7

minal 100; The program then proceeds to step S208.

[0118] ln
(

StepS208, the program determines whether

a decision signal has been received from the portable,

terminal 1 00, and if the program determines that the de-

cision sjgnal has been received (Yes), then it proceeds

to step S210 wherein it acquires printing data from a
,

WWW server DS specified by a URL included in the ac-

quired data on the position where an object to be printed

is stored, the program then proceeds to. step S211

.wherein the program sends the acquired printing data

to a data format converting ternrtinal CS that is capable

of converting the printing ,dataNand corresponds to the

decided-on printing device PR. In response thereto, the

program acquires data that .can be printed by the decid-

ed-on printing device PR and preview data from the data

format converting terminal CS, then proceeds to step

S212.

[0119] In step S212, the program reads out the print-

ing devicejnformation regarding the decided-on printing

device PR from the memory 62. and sends the printing

device information that has been read out to the portable

terminal 100. The program then proceeds to step S214

wherein it generates guide data regarding the decided-

on printing device PR, and sends the generated guide

data to the portable terminal 100. Then, the program

proceeds to step S21 6 wherein it sends the preview data

to the portable terminal 100, and proceeds to step S218.

[0120] Instep S218, the program determines whether

a data print implementing request has been received

from the portable terminaMOO, and if it determines that

the data print request has been received (Yes), then the

program proceeds to step S220 wherein it receives au-

thentication Tlata from the portable terminal 100. The

program then proceeds to step S222 wherein it carries

out verifying processing whereby to verify whether the

user of the portable terminal 1 00 is a user authorized to

, use the printing service provided by the data output con-

trol terminal 300 on the basis of. the received authenti-

cation data. Thereafter, the program proceeds to step

S224., ,

[01 21] In step S224, the program determines whether

the user of the portable terminal 100 is an authorized

user from the result of the verifying processing in step

S222, and if the program determines that the user is an

authorized user (Yes), then it proceeds to step S226

wherein it sends the data that can be printed by the de-

cided-on printing device PR to the printing device PR.

The program then proceeds to step S228 wherein it im-

°plements''biiiihg based on the result of use, through the

portable terminal 100, of the printing service provided
''

By the data output control terminal 300.

5 [0122] In this step S228. specifically, the program cal-

culates the charge for a call using the portable terminal

100 (e.g., the charge for a call on a one-minute incre-

\ment basis), and also calculates the charge for using

'

J

' the service based on the result of the use through the

io' portable terminal 100 by referring to a stipulated charge
k

calculating table that shows established prices for using

'.services as the prices for providing the printing services.
'

such as, for example, the volume of acquired printing

; . data, the number of pages printed by a printing device

"is. PR, and the printing specification of the printing device

PR, which result from the use through the portable ter-

minal^ 00. The calculated amount for using the se™^^

is added to the charge amount of the call, and the total

amount resulting from the addition is stored as the

20 amount to be invoiced to the user of the portable termi-

nal 100.

[0123] Subsequently,' the program proceeds to step

' S230 wherein the program sends the billing message

indicating the amount of the charge for using the serv-

es ices that has been calculated by the billing in step S228

to the portable terminal 100. The program then pro-

ceeds to step S232 wherein it sends a termination mes-

sage indicating that the printing of data has been com-

pleted to the portable terminal 100, then proceeds to

30 step S234 wherein the program sends the termination

signal to the portable terminal 100, thereby terminating

the series of the steps of the processing.

[01 24] If it is determined in step S224 that the user of

' the portable terminal 1 00 is not an authorized user (No),

35 then the program proceeds to step S236 wherein it

sends a message indicating- that the user is unauthor-

ized to the portable terminal 1 00, and terminates the se-

ries of the steps of the processing.

[0125] If it is determined in step S218 that the data

40 '

print implementing request has not been received from

the portable terminal 100 (No), then the program pro-

ceeds to step S238 wherein the program determines

whether'an interruption signal has been received from

the* portable terminal* 100. and if it determines that the

45 interruption signal has been received (Yes), then the

program terminates the series of the steps of the

processing, or if it determines that no interruption signal

has been received (No), then the program proceeds to

step S218.

50 [01 26] If it is determined in step S208 that no decision

signal has been received from the portable terminal 100

(No), then the program proceeds to step S240 wherein

it determines whether a retry signal has been received

from the portable terminal 100. If the program deter-

55 mines that a retry signal has been received (Yes), then

it proceeds to step S200. or if the program determines

that no retry signal has been received (No), then the pro-

gram proceeds to step S208.

13
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[01 27] If it is determined in step S2pOJhat no data print
request has been received from the* portable' terminal

'

100 (No), then the program stands by in step S200 until'
a data print request is received.

[0128] The operation of the above embodiment will'
'5

now be described.

[0129] First, when an authorized user who uses the
printing service provided by

; the data output control ter-
minal 300 operates the portable terminaj.100 possessed**
£»y the user to access, for example, the WWW server'' ib

<QS V the display data of the WWW server DS
1

is dis-\

"

played on the LCD 44. A case will be described as an
example wherein, at this time, the user attempts to prinf
out detailed data of the data displayed on the LCD 44.
[0130] To print out the target data, the user first enters 'is'

a data^print request through the key panel 40.
[0131] At the portable terminal 100, when the data"

*

print request isentered, the program goes through steps
S100 and S102. and the CPU 30 causes the position
measuring device 46 to measure the position of the cur- 20
rent location. A request for inputting various pieces of.
information regarding printing is displayed on the LCD
44. At this point, when the user specifies and enters the
URL of the WWW server DS^which the user is pres-

'

ently accessing, as the information regarding printing, 25
the program implements steps S104 through S108 to
generate data on the position of the portable terminal,
and data on the position of an object to be printed is

stored as the data to be included.in a data print request
on the basis of the entered information regarding print- 30
ing.Then, the data print request is sent to the data out-
put control terminal 300.

[0132] At the data, output control terminal 300, upon
receipt of the data print request, the program imple-
ments steps S200 through S204 and causes the CPU 35
50 to acquire the data (the data on. the position of the
portable terminal and the data on the position of the ob-.
ject to be printed out is stored) included in the received
data print request. .Based on the acquired data on the
position of the portable terminal, the data on the posi- 40
tions of the printing devices is retrieved from the memory ,

62, and several printing devices PR considered to be
located closest distance-wise or time-wise are selected,
using the position of the portable terminal 100 as the
reference; At this time, if the -printing devices PR

1
45

through PR5 are selected, then the program proceeds
to step S206 wherein it generates the printing device

.

candidate data listing the printing devices PR
1
through

PR5 ,
and the generated printing device candidate data

is sent to the portable terminaM 00. \ 50
[0133] At the portable terminal 100,' upon receipt of

'"

the printing device candidate data, the program imple-
ments step S1 10 to display the listed printing device PR-.

f

-

through PR
5 on the LCD 44 on the basis of the received"

'

printing device candidate.data. At this point,. if the user 55
selects the printing device PR

1
through the key panel.

40, then the program implements steps S112 and S114,
and sends a decision signal indicating. that th printing

•5 ^vi
??.
PR

i
has been decided on to the data output con-

\ trol terminal 300.

[0134]. At the data output control terminal 300. upon
receipt of a decision signal, the program implements
steps S208 through S211 to acquire printing data from
the WWW server DS, specified by the URL included in

the acquired data on the position where the object *to be
printed out is stored. The acquired printing data is trans-
mitted to a data format converting terminal CS (e.g., the
data format converting terminal CS^ that is capable of
converting the printing data and corresponds to the
printing device PRj that has been decided on. In re-
sponse to this, the data that can be printed out by the
printing device PR

1 that has been decided on, and pre-
view data are acquired from the data format converting
terminal CSV Then, the program implements steps
S21 2 through S21 6 to read out the printing device infor-
mation regarding the decided-on printing device PR

1
from the memory 62, send the information regarding the
printing device that has been read out to 'the portable
terminal 100, generate guide data on "the decided-on
printing device PR,, send the generated guide data to
the portable terminal 100, and send the preview data to
the portable terminal 100. '

[0135] At the portable" terminal 100, upon receipt of
the information regarding the printing device, the guide
data, and the preview data, the program implements
steps S116 through S120 to display the detailed infor-
mation regarding the printing device PR on the LCD 44
on the basis of the received information regarding the
printing device, display the information regarding the
guide from the position of the portable terminal 100 to
the place, where the printing device PR, is installed, on
the LCD 44 on the basis of the received guide data, and
display, on the LCD 44, an image that would be obtained
if the data were printed out by the decided-on printing
device PR., on the basis of the received preview data.

,
At this point, if a user enters, through the key panel 40,
a selection indicating that the printing data that the user
i.ntends to print out coincides with" the image displayed
on the LCD 44, then the' program implements steps
S122 through'S126 to send the data print implementing
request and authentication data' in the ROM 32 to the
data output control terminal 300.

[0136] At the data output control terminal 300, upon
receipt of the data print implementing request and the
authentication data,' the' program implements steps
S218 through S222 to carry out the' authentication
processing based on the received authentication data.
The user is a user authorized for using the printing serv-
ice provided by the data output control terminal 300;
therefore, the program implements S224 through S234
to send the data that can be printed by the decided-on
printing device PR, to the printing device PRV perform
billing, and send a billing message, a termination mes-
sage, and a termination signal to the portable terminal
100.

[0137] At the portable terminal 100, upon receipt of

14
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the billing message, the termination 'message, and the

terminal signal, the program repeatedly, implements

steps S1 28 and S1 30. and displays the billing message

and the termination message on the LCD 44. At the

printing device PR V upon receipt of the data that can

be printed by the printing device PR V printing is per-

formed on the basis of the received data.

[0138] Afterthe termination message is displayed, the

user refers to the guide information displayed on the

LQD 44 to go to a store where the printing device
;

PR
1

is installed so as to receive the data printed by the

printing device PR-,. The charge for using the service as

the price for the provided printing service will be added

to the charge for a call made through the portable ter-

minal 100 for billing.

[0139] -A service provider will be able to obtain a con-

sideration by billing the user withth'e sum of the charge

amount for the use of the services for providing the print-

ing service and the charge for a call.

[0140] If the user enters a desired providing area,

which is an approximate place. where the user wishes

to provide the user with output data, as the information

regarding the printing, then the, data on a desired pro-

viding area that indicates the desired providing area is

sent to.the data output control terminal 300. At the data

output control terminal 300. based on the acquired data

on a desiredproviding area, the data on the positions of

printing devices is retrieved from the memory 62 to se-

lect all printing devices PR located in the area specified

by the.data, on a desired providing area.

[0141] For example, if a user enters "Shibuya" as the

desired providing area, then all printing devices PR in-

stalled in the area around Shibuya will be displayed on

the LCD 44 at the portable terminal 100.

[0142] If a user enters a printing specification for the

printing devices PR as the information regarding print-

ing, then the printing specification data indicating the

. printing specification is sent to the data output control

terminal 300. At the data output control terminal 300, the

printing specification data is retrieved from the memory

62 on the basis of the acquired printing specification da-

ta, and all printing devices PR .corresponding to the

printing specification data are selected.

[0143] For fnstance. if a user enters "color" as a print-

ing specification, then all printing devices PR that are

capable of printing out data in a color mode will be dis-

played on the LCD 44 at the portable terminal 100.

[0144] If a user enters a data format as the information

regarding printing, then the printing format data indicat-

ing the data .format' is sent to the data output control ter-

minal 300. At the data output control terminal 300, based

on the acquired printing format data, the printing format

data is retrieved from the memory 62, and all printing

devices PR associated with the printing format data are

selected.

[0145] For instance, if a user enters "HTML format"

as a data format, then all printing devices PR with which

the data format converting terminates that is capable

l

'

:* U
'

J

of
;

converttng-data in the HTML format is compatible are
' ! ''

displayed on the LCD 44 at the portable terminal 100.

[01 46] If the user enters a printing device ID of a print-

'

ing device PR as the information regarding printing in

5 order to directly specify a printing device PR, then print-

ing device identifying data indicating the printing device

ID is sent to the data output control terminal 300. At the

'data output control terminal 300, based on the acquired
*

'

"

printing device identifying data, printing device identify-

'

id ing data is retrieved in the memory 62, and the printing

device PR that coincides with the printing device iden-

tifying data is selected.

[0147] For example, if a user enters "0001" as a print-

ing device ID. then the printing device PR whose printing

"is-' device ID is "0001" is displayed on the LCD 44 at the

portable terminal 1 00. At this time, if there is no printing

device PR whose printing device ID is "0001", then no

printing devices PR will be displayed.

[0148] If a user enters a desired printing area, a print-

20 ' ing specification, and a data format in a compound fash-

ion as the various pieces of information regarding print-

ing, then the data indicating the above will be sent to the

data output control terminal 300. At the data output con-

trol terminal 300, narrowing will be performed on the ba-

sis of the acquired plurality of pieces of data so as to

select all printing devices PR associated with the data.

[0149] For example, if a user enters "Shibuya".

"color", and "HTML format" as a desired printing area,

a printing specification, and a data format, respectively,

then all printing devices PR that are located in the neigh-

borhood of Shibuya and capable of printing out data in

a color mode among the printing devices PR with which ,

a data format converting terminal CS capable of con-

verting data in the HTML format is compatible will be

displayed on the LCD 44 at the portable terminal 100.

[0150] If a user-is not a user authorized to use the

printing service provided by the data output-control ter-

minal 300, then even if the user enters, through the key

panel 40, a selection indicating that an image displayed

on the LCD 44 correctly indicates the printing data to be

printed when the image is displayed on the LCD 44. the

desired data will not be printed by the printing device

PRf
[0151]

* Thus, according to the present embodiment,

the data output control terminal 300 is adapted to select

a printing device or devices PR considered to be opti-

mum for a user of the portable terminal 100 to receive

provided output data from among a plurality of printing

devices PR.
'

so [0152] Hence, users will be able to receive provided

output data with greater ease and therefore to obtain

detailed information available on the Internet 400 more
: easily. This enables a service provider to provide users

thereof with information services that are highly satis-

55 factory to the users, as compared with prior arts.

[0153] Furthermore, according to' the embodiment,

the data output control terminal 300*retrieves the data

on the position of printing devices from the memory 62
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on the basis of the data on the position pf a, portable
terminal included in a data print request .so as to select*

a printing device PR considered to be the closest dis-

tance-wise or time-wise, using the position of the port-

able terminal 100 as the reference..

[0154] Hence, the data regarding the data print re-

quest is printed out by the printing device PR considered
to be the closest distance-wise or time-wise, using the
position of.the portable terminal 100 as the reference/
"^his allows users to receive provided output data with
greater ease and to obtain detailed information available
on the Internet 400 more easily. Accordingly, a service
provider will be able to provide information services that

are even more satisfactory to the users thereof.

[0155] Furthermore, according to the embodiment,",'
the data output control terminal 300 is "adapted to re-'

trieve data on the positions of printing devices from the
memory 62 on a basis of data on a desired providing
area that is included in a data print request so as to se-
lect a printing device PR located in an area specified by

*

•the data on a desired providing area.

[0156] Therefore, the data regarding the data print re-

quest will be printed out.by the .printing device PR locat-

ed in the desired providing area, which is an approxi-
mate place where a user wishes to receive provided out-
put data. Thus, output data can be provided in a manner
that meets user's needs, and detailed information avail-

able on, the Internet 400 .can be obtained with even
'

greater ease. Thus, a. service provider will be able to

provide information. services that are even more satis-

. factory to theusers thereof.

[0157] Furthermore, according to the embodiment,
the data output control terminal 300 is adapted not to

'

perform search based on the data on the position of a
portable terminal if the position specified by the data on
the position of a portable terminal is not included in the

'

area specified by the data on a desired providing area
included in a data print request.

[0158] Therefore, if a user inputs a desired providing
area, then the priority is given to the search based on
the data on. the desired providing area rather than the'

search based on the data on the. position of a portable
terminal, and the.data regarding a data print request will

be printed out by a printing device PR located in the de-
sired providing area. Thus., priority is given to the needs
of the user, in providing output data, allowing detailed
information to be.obtained from the Internet 400 with
greater ease. Hence, a service provider, will be able to

provide information services that are more satisfactory
to the -users thereof. , . •..

[0159] . Furthermore,, according to the embodiment,
the data output control terminal 300, is adapted to re-

trieve printing format data from the memory 62 on the
basis of the printing format data included in a data print

request so as f to select a printing device PR compatible
with the printing format data. .

.

[0160] Accordingly, data regarding a data print re-

quest is printed out by a printing device.PR capable of
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printing in a data format specified by a user. Thus, output
datacan be provided in a manner that meets user's
needs, and detailed information available on the Internet

400 can be obtained with greater ease. Hence, a service
provider will be able to provide information services that
are more satisfactory to the users thereof.

[0161] Furthermore, according to the embodiment,
the data output control terminal 300 is adapted to re-

trieve printing specification data from the memory 62 on
the basis of the printing specification data included in a
data print request so as to select a printing device PR
compatible with the printing specification data.

[0162] With this arrangement, data regarding a data
print request is printed out by a printing device PR ca-
pabie of printing in accordance with the printing specifi-

cation designated by a user. Thus, output data can be
provided in a manner that meets user's needs, and de-
tailed information available on the Internet 400 can be

* obtained with greater ease. Hence, a service provider
will be able to provide information services that are more
satisfactory to the users thereof.

[0163] Furthermore, according to the embodiment,
the data output control terminal 300 is adapted to re-

trieve printing device identifying data from the memory
62 solely on the basis of the printing device identifying

data included in a data print request thereby to select a
printing device PR that coincides with the printing device
identifying data. " "

; ~

[0164] With this arrangement, data regarding a data
print request is printed out by a printing device PR
uniquely specified by a user. Thus, output data can be
provided in a manner that meets user's needs, and de-
tailed information available on the Internet 400 can be
obtained with greater ease. Hence, a service provider
will be able to provide information services that are more
satisfactory to the users thereof.

[0165] Furthermore, according to the' embodiment,
the data output control terminal 300 is adapted to output
printing device information corresponding to'a selected
printing device PR to the portable terminal 100.

[01 66] With this arrangement, a user is notified of the
information regarding the printing device PR through
which output data will be'provided, making it possible to

prevent the user from printing wrong data. Hence, a

service provider will be able to provide information serv-

ices.that are more satisfactory to the users thereof.

[0167] Furthermore, according to the embodiment,
the data output control terminal 300 is adapted to ac-
quire data regarding a data print request from a WWW

H server DS. -

"

[0168] 'With this arrangement, to print detailed infor-

mation, print data and the data that can be printed using
a printing device PR are processed by the data output
control terminal 300. This obviates the need for memory
expansion for the portable terminal 100 and also reduc-
es the processing load on the portable terminal 100. In

addition, since there is no need to read data into the
.portable terminal 100, the communication time will be
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shortened, leading to a shortened time required for out- ^

put data to be provided. Hence, a service provider will

be able to furnish users thereof with printing services

with comfortable printing environments without depend-

ing on the functions of the portable terminal 100.

[0169] Furthermore, according to the embodiment,

the data output control terminal 300 is adapted to select

one from among a plurality of printing devices PR on the

basis of data on portable terminal position for specifying

tr\e position of the portable terminal 100.

[0170] With this arrangement, data is printed out by a
]

printing device PR associated with the position of the

portable terminal 1 00. Hence, by selecting, for example,

a printing device PR considered to be the closest dis-

tance-wise or time-wise based on
;

the position of the

portable terminal 100, a user will easily receive provided

output data, and be able to obtain detailed information

available on the Internet400 with ease. Hence, a service

provider will be able to provide information services that

are more satisfactory to the users thereof.

[0171] Furthermore, according to the embodiment,

the data output control terminaL300 is adapted to ac-

quire data from a WWW server, DS specified by a URL

included in a data print request.

[0172] With this arrangement, detailed, information

available from all WWW servers DS connected to the

Internet 400 can be obtained. Hence, a service provider

will be able to provide information services that are more

satisfactory to the users thereof.
.

[0173] Furthermore,, according to the embodiment,

the data output control terminal 300 is adapted to ac-

quire printing data from a WWW server DS as the data

regarding a data print request.

[0174] . With this arrangement, general information is

displayed on the portable terminal 100. while detailed

information is printed by a printing device PR. This en-

ables the portable terminal 100 to obtain detailed infor-

mation available on the Internet 400 and also to achieve

comfortable display processing. Hence, a service pro-

vider will be able.to provide information services that are

more satisfactory to the users thereof and to provide

printing services in even more comfortable printing en-

vironments. .

[0175] Furthermore, according to the embodiment,

the data output control terminal 300 is adapted to send

the preview data generated by a data format'converting

terminal CS to the portable terminal 100, and to output

data regarding a data print request to a printing device

PR when it receives a data print implementing request

from the portableterminal 100 in response to the output

of the preview data/

[0176] With this arrangement, a user will be provided

with preview data on output data before the output data

is provided, making it possible to prevent the user from

printing out wrong data
:
Hence, a service* provider will

be able to provide information services that are more

satisfactory to the users thereof.

[0177] Furthermore, according to the embodiment,

'

'

fl'
:

tne data'blitput control terminal 300 is adapted to per-

form billing "on the basis of the result of the use of the

printing service provided by the data output control ter-

minal 300 through the portable terminal 100.

5 [0178] With this arrangement, the billing amount for

;

the use of services for provided printing services can be

calculated in clarity. Moreover, it is not necessary tocal-
'

culate the billing amount for the use of the services each

time a printing service is provided. This enables a serv-

10 ice provider to facilitate clerical job procedure for calcu-

lating the billing amounts in providing services, and also
:

'

. to provide the users thereof with even more satisfactory

; information services since service billing amounts are

clearly indicated to the users.

15 [0179] Furthermore, according to the embodiment,

the charge amount for the use of the services for pro-

viding the printing service is added to the charge amount

for a call.

[01 80] Thus, it is easier for users to pay for the use of

'20 the services, and also easier and securer for a service

provider to collect the money for the use of the services.

Moreover, the clerical job procedure for adjusting the

charges of the use of the services will become easier.

[0181] Furthermore/according to the embodiment,

25 the data output control terminal 300 is adapted to output

data that has been converted by a data format convert-

ing terminal CS to a printing device PR.

[0182] With this arrangement, even if a new printing

device PR is added, the setting of a data format convert-

30' ing terminal CS' is required to be changed by a service

provider only for the' newly added printing device PR,

and a user can use the newly added printing device PR -

without changing any setting. Hence, it is easier for a

service provider to accomplish setting for an additional

35 printing device PR, and the service provider will be able

to provide information services that are more satisfac-

tory to users thereof.

[0183] Furthermore, according to the embodiment,

the data output control terminal 300 is adapted to send

40 guide data to the portable terminal 100. the guide data

showing guiding information for guiding a user from the

position of the portable terminal 100 to a place where a

decided-on printing device PR is installed.

[0184] This allows'the user to go to the place where

45 the printing device PR is installed, according to the guid-

ing information, so that the user can obtain output data

relatively securely. Hence, a service provider will be able

to provide information services that are more satisfac-

tory to the users thereof.

so [0185] Furthermore, according to the embodiment,

regarding the data format converting terminals CS
A
to

CS^, one or a plurality of the data format converting ter-

minals CSt to CS
1
are selected according to the trans-

mission load of the Internet 400 or the processing load

55 of a data format converting terminal CS, and data format

conversion processing is implemented by a selected da-

ta format converting terminal CS.

[01 86] With this arrangement, data format conversion

17
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processing is implemented by a data>rraat converting
terminal CS with a smaller transmissionJoad of the In-

ternet 400 or processing load.. Therefore, the time re-
quired for output data to be provided will be approxi-
mately constant independently of the transmission load
of the Internet 400 or the processing load of a data for-
mat converting terminal CS. Hence, a service provider
will be able to provide users thereof with printing serv-
ices in even more comfortable printing environments.
(0187] In the above embodiment, the printing device
PR corresponds to the output terminal described in

claims 1 to 3 or 5 to 8. and the memory 62 corresponds
- to the storage means described in

:

claims 1 to 3 or 5 to
7.. Step S204 corresponds to the selecting means de-
scribed in claims 1 to 8, step S226 corresponds to the,
outpuLmeans described in claim 1, and step S212 cor-
responds to the output means described in claim 8.

[0188] In the above embodiment, the printing device
.PR corresponds to the output terminal described in

claims 9 to 11 or 13 to 16, and the memory 62 corre-
* sponds.to the storage means described in claims 9 to

11 or 13 to 15. Step S204 corresponds to the selecting
means described in claims 9v,to 16. step S226 corre-
sponds to the output means described in claim 9, and
step S212 corresponds to the output means described
in claim 16..
[0189] The above embodiment has been configured
so as to select, as the printing device PR considered to
be the best suited for a user of the portable terminal 1 00
to receive provided output data, a printing device PR
considered to be the closest distance-wise or time-wise,
taking the position of the portable terminal as the refer-
ence, a printing device PR located in the area specified
by the data on a desired providing area, a printing device
PR corresponding to printing format data, a printing de-
vice PR corresponding to printing specification data,

• and,a printingdevice PR-that coincides with printing de^
vice identifying data; however, the present invention is

not. limited thereto. Further, alternatively, for example, .

the embodiment may be configured so as to select a
printing device PR considered to allow a user to receive
provided output data most quickly time-wise, taking the
data outputting speed of a printing device PR into ac-
count, or a printing device PR having a lowest price for
provided output data.

[0190] - In the former configuration, the data regarding
a data print request is printed by a printing device PR.
considered to enable a user to receive provided output

.

data most quickly time-wise, so that output data can be
provided in a manner that meets user's needs, and de-.
tailed information available on the Internet 400 can be
obtained with greater ease. Thus, a service provider will

be able, to provide information services that are more
satisfactory to the users thereof.

[0191] fn.the latter configuration, the data regarding a
data print request is printed by a printing device PR hav-
ing a lowest price for provided output data, so that output
data can be provided in a manner that meets user's

^ - • f
needs, and detailed information available on the Internet

. 400 cap be obtained with greater ease. Thus, a service
provider will be able to provide information services that
are more satisfactory to the users thereof.

5 [0192] Furthermore, the embodiment described
above has been configured to have the printing device
PR

t
through PRn for printing data so as to' print" data

regarding a data print request from a portable terminal
100 by one of the above printing devices PR; however,

10 the present invention is not limited thereto. For instance,
the embodiment may alternatively be configured to have
output devices that display data or output data in the
form of speech or the like so as to output data regarding

_
„

,
a data output request from a portable terminal 100 by

*5 using one of the output devices,

[0193] The embodiment described above has been
configured to generate preview data by data format con-
verting terminals CS; however, the present invention is

not limited thereto. Alternatively, the embodiment may
20 be configured to generate preview data by the data out-

put control terminal 300.

[0194] In the embodiment described above, regarding
the data format converting terminals CS, through CS 1(
one or a plurality of the data format converting terminals

25 CS
1
through CS-, are selected according to the trans-

mission load of the Internet 400 or the processing load
of a data format converting terminal CS, and data format
conversion processing is implemented by a selected da-
ta format converting terminal CS; however,' the present

30 invention is not limited thereto. The embodiment may
alternatively be configured to implement data format
conversion processing by a particular data format con-
verting terminal.

[0195] The embodiment described abdve has been
35 configured to implement the processing shown by the

flowcharts of Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 by a particular data output
.

control terminal 300; however, the present invention is

not limited thereto. The embodiment may alternatively
be configured to have a plurality of data output control

-to terminals, as in the case of the data format converting
* terminals.CS

1
through CS 1t so as to select one of the

plurality of data output control terminals according to the
transmission load of the Internet 400 or the processing
loads of the data output control terminals,. thus imple-

-ts
:! menting the processing by the selected data output con-

, trol terminal.

[0196] With- this arrangement, the processing shown
by the flowcharts of Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 is implemented by
a data output control terminal having a smaller transmis-

SQ.
. sionload of the Internet 4.00 or processing load. There-
fore, the time requiredfor output data to be provided will

be approximately constant independently of the trans-
mission load of the Internet 400 or the processing load
of a data output control terminal. Hence, a service pro-

55 vider will be able to provide printing services in even
- more comfortable printing environments.

[0197] In the above embodiment, the descriptions
.
have been given of the case where the data output con-

18
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trotler in accordance with the present invention has been; "
^

applied to the Internet400; however, the present inven-

tion is not limited thereto. The present invention can be

obviously applied to networks other than the Internet

400.
5

[0198] In the embodiment described above, the port-

able terminal 100, the data format converting terminals

CS
1
through CS

1
, the WWW servers DS

1
through DSm ,

the printing devices PR
1
through PRn ,

and the data out-

put control terminal 300 are connected through the in- 16 "

termediary of the same network; however, the present

invention is not limited thereto. Alternatively, the data

output control terminal 300 and the portable terminal

100, the data output control terminal 300 and the data

format converting terminals CS^ through CS^ the data 'f
5-

output control terminal 300 and the WWW servers DS
1

through DSm . and the data output control terminal 300

and the printing devices PR n
through PRn may alterna-

tively be connected through the intermediary of different

networks, respectively. 20

[0199] In the above embodiment, the descriptions

have been given of the case where the control programs

stored in the ROM 32 or 52 beforehand are executed to

implement the processing shown by the flowcharts of

Fig. 4 and Fig. 6; however, the present invention is not 25

limited thereto. Alternatively, a program indicating the 2

procedures may be read from a storage medium storing

the program into the RAM 34 or 54 to execute the pro-

grams.

[0200] The storage medium in this case includes a 30

semiconductor storage medium, such as a RAM or

ROM. a magnetic storage type storage medium, such

as an FD or HD, an optical reading type storage medi-

um, such as CD, CDV, LD, or DVD, or a magnetic stor-

age type/optical reading type storage medium, such as 35

an MO. The storage media include all storage media as

long as they are storage media that permit reading by

computers, regardless of their reading methods, such

as an electronic, magnetic.' or optical reading method.

[0201] In the embodiment described above, the data *o

output controller in accordance with the present inven-

tion has been applied to a case where a service provider

provides a service in which, in response to a data print 2

request from'a user, the service provider acquires data

regarding the data print request from one of the WWW 45

servers DS
t
through DSm and outputs the acquired data

to one of the printing devices PR-, through PRn by using

the data output control terminal 300, as shown in Fig, 2;

however, the present invention is not limited thereto.

The present invention can be also applied to other cases 50

without departing from the scope thereof.

Claims
55

1. A data output controller that is communicably con-

nected, via a network, to a portable terminal that is

possessed by a user, issues a data print request,

a
:

nd "features portability, and a plurality of output ter-

minal's that Is distributed and installed at various lo-

cations to print data, receives a data print request

from the portable terminal, and outputs data regard-

ing the data print request to. the output terminals,

the data output controller comprising:

storage means for storing output terminal infor-

mation regarding the output terminals for each

of the output terminals, selecting means for se-

lecting one of the plurality of output terminals,

and output means for outputting the data re-

garding the data print request to the output ter-

minal selected by the selecting means,

wherein the data print request includes search

data necessary for the selecting means to se-

lect the output terminal, and

the selecting means retrieves output terminal

information from the storage means on the ba-

sis of the search data contained in the data print

request so as to select an output terminal con-

sidered to be the best suited for the user of the

portable terminal to receive provided output da-

ta.

A data output controller according to claim 1 ,
where-

in

the output terminal information includes data on

an output terminal position for determining the

location where the output terminal is installed,

and the search data may include data on a port- ^

able terminal position for determining the posi-

tion of the portable terminal,

the selecting means retrieves output terminal

position data from the storage means on the ba-

sis of data on a portable terminal position con-

tained in- the search data, thereby selecting an

output terminal considered to be the closest

distance-wise or time-wise, taking the position

of the portable terminal as the reference.

A data output controller according to one of claims

1 and 2. wherein

the output terminal information includes data on

an output terminal position for determining a lo-

cation where the output terminal is installed,

and the search data may include data on a de-

sired providing area that indicates a desired

providing area, which is an approximate place

where output data is desired to be provided,

the selecting means retrieves data on an output

terminal position from the storage means on the

basis of the data on a desired providing area

included in the search data thereby to select an

outpuf terminal located in an area specified by

the data on a desired providing area.

19
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4. A data output controlleraccprdKigto claim 3. where-..
in _

* '
•

r

the selecting means does not perform search
based on the data on a portable terminal position if

the position specified by the data on a portable ter- - 5
minal position is not included in the area specified
by the data on a desired providing area included in
the search data.

^ A data output controller according to any one of io
claims 1 to 4, wherein

the output terminal information includes print-
ing format data indicating a data format that can
be printed by the output terminal among data is

'

.formats of data regarding the data print re-
quest, and the search data may include the,

printing format data, and
the selecting means retrieves printing format
data from the storage means on the basis of the . 2p
printing format data included in the search data,
and selects an output terminal associated with
the printing format data.

>. A data output controller according to any one of 25
claims 1 to 5, wherein

the output terminal information includes print-
ing specification data indicating the printing
specification of the output terminal, and the 30
search data may include the printing specifica-
tion data, and
the selecting means retrieves printing specifi-
cation data from the storage means on the ba-
sis of printing specification data included in the 35
search data, and selects an output terminal as-
sociated with the printing specification data.

7. A data output controller according to any one of.

claims 1 to 6, wherein

the output terminal information includes output
terminal identifying data for identifying the out-
put terminals, and the search data may include
the output terminal identifying data, and
the selecting means retrieves output terminal,
identifying data from the storage means solely,
on the basis of output terminal identifying data
included in the search data, and selects an out-
put terminal that coincides with the output ter-
minal identifying data.

8. A data output controller according to any one of
claims 1 to 7, wherein

the output means outputs output terminal in-
formation corresponding to an output terminal se-
lected by the selecting means to the portable termi-
nal.

40

45

50

55

,

}
^data output controller that is communicably con-
nected, via a network, to a portable terminal that is

possessed by a user, issues a data output request,
and features portability, and a plurality of output ter-
minals that are distributed and installed at various
locations to output data, receives a data output re-
quest from the portable terminal, and outputs data
regarding the data output request to the output ter-
minals. the data output controller comprising:

storage means for storing oiutput terminal infor-
mation regarding the output terminals for each
of the output terminals, selecting means for se-
lecting one of the plurality of output terminals,
and output means for outputting the data re-
garding the data output request to an output ter-
minal selected by the selecting means,

.Wherein the data
. output '

request includes
search data necessary for the selecting means
to select the output terminal, and
the selecting means retrieves output terminal
information from the storage means on the ba-
sis of the search data contained in the data out-
put request so as to select an output terminal
considered to be the best suited for the user of
the portable terminal to receive provided output
data.

1 0. A data output controlleraccording to claim 9, where-
in

'

..the output terminal information includes data on
an output terminal, position for determining the
location where the output terminal is installed,

r
: .

and the search data may include data on a port-
able terminal position for determining the posi-
tion of the portable terminal,

the selecting means retrieves data on an output
terminal position from the storage means on the
basis of the data on a portable terminal position
contained in the search data, thereby selecting
an output terminal considered to be the closest

.
distance-wise or time-wise, taking the position
of the portable terminal as' the reference.

11. A data output controller according to one of claims
9 and 10, wherein

the output terminal information includes data on
~ an output terminal position for determining a lo-

. cation where the output Jerminal is installed,

and the search data may include desired pro-
viding area data that indicates a desired provid-
ing area, which is an approximate place where
output data is.desired to be provided,
the selecting means retrieves data on an output
terminal position from the storage means on the
basis of the data on a desired providing area

20
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included in the search data thereby to select an"-"

output terminal located in an area 'specified by

the data on a desired providing area.

12. A data output controller according to claim 11.

wherein

the selecting means does not perform search

based on data on a portable terminal position if the

position specified by the data on a portable terminal

<
position is not included in the area specified by data

on a desired providing area included in the search

data.

13. A data output controller according to any one of

claims 9 to 12, wherein

the output terminal information includes output

format data indicating a data format that can be

output by the output terminal among data for-

mats of data regarding the data output request,

and the search data may include the output for-

mat data, and

the selecting means relieves output format da-

ta from the storage means on the basts of the

output format data included in the search data,

and selects an output terminal associated with

the output format data.

14. A data output controller according to any one of

claims 9 to 13. wherein

the output terminal information includes output

specification data indicating the output specifi-

cation of the output terminal, and the search da-

ta may include the output specification data,

and

the selecting means retrieves output specifica-

tion data from the storage means on the basis

of output specification data included in the

search data,' and selects an output terminal as-

sociated with the output specification data.

15/ A data output controller according to any one of

clairhs 9 To 14. wherein

the output terminal information includes output

terminal identifying data for identifying the out-

"

put terminals, and the search data may include

the output terminal identifying data, and

the selecting means retrieves output terminal

identifying data from the storage means solely

on the basis of output terminal identifying data

included in the search data, and selects an out-

put terminal that coincides with the output ter-

minal identifying data.

16. A data output controller according to any one of

claims 9 to 15, wherein

10
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i:V --th'e^output means outputs output terminal

formation corresponding to an output terminal

lected by-the selecting means to the portable te

nal.
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FIG. 3
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